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Abstract: In a boundary wall of a pipe for developed laminar flow, to find the best example in which the least enthalpy and 
entropy are created, non-uniform distribution of convective flow in wall is studied. Some factors are simulated for transfer 
coefficient heat variations of moving the pipe. Distribution of temperature, entropy and enthalpy along the radius and distribution 
of generated entropy and enthalpy along the tube axis are shown. Entropy and enthalpy are reduced along the axis. Entropy, 
except some areas close to the wall, is increasing along the radius. Temperature and enthalpy, approaching the wall along the 
radius, have increased. 
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1. Introduction 

Pipes are integral parts of industry. In different 
environments, various effects on the fluids within the pipe 
were exerted. Heat transfer coefficient and so, the special rate 
of entropy and enthalpy were entered to each of these 
environments. These variations are applied under various heat 
transfer conditions and different values. Enthalpy and entropy 
changes for various samples and tubes are investigated. Since 
Prandtl number of fluid is high, the high amount of heat in the 
boundary layer is put on pipes. Correlation, momentum and 
energy equations, as well as first and second laws of 
thermodynamics in the boundary layer of pipes were studied 
by Bejan [1]. A variety of properties such as design, 
construction, repair and maintenance are reported by Antaki, 
et. al. [2]. Enthalpy and energy balance of mechanical pipes in 
different situations, through the first law of thermodynamics 
was presented by Morrison. Entropy generation minimization 
(EGM) is a method resulted in availability for optimization 
that is reported by bejan and Cheng Xue-Tao [4, 5]. Entropy 
generation minimization (EGM) of pipes for optimization is 
investigated by Gheorghian et al. [6]. Heat transfer coefficient 
of movement depends on various factors such as 
environmental Changes, fluid, temperature and surface 

contact [7] Effect of non-uniform temperature distribution on 
entropy generation and enthalpy for the laminar developing 
pipe flow of a high Prandtl number fluid is investigated by 
Reza kakulvand [9]. The effects of transient heat flux on the 
tube in contact with the natural convection, on enthalpy and 
entropy generation, for developed laminar flow of fluid with 
high Prandtl number is shown Reza kakulvand [10]. The 
effects of transient radiant flow on pipe in contact with natural 
convection, for developed laminar flow of fluid with high 
Prandtl number, on enthalpy and entropy production by Reza 
kakulvand is obtained [11]. Investigation of drag coefficients 
in gas – liquid tower and boundary conditions on pipes is 
presented by Rezakakulvand [12]. Convective heat transfer of 
molten salt in tubes copper-coated has been employed by shen 
et al [19] The effects of entropy generation during the 
turbulent convective heat transfer, for tubes with different 
characteristics, have been exhibited by Mohseni, et al [14] 
Numerical and experimental studies in solar thermal absorber 
tubes with non-uniform heat transfer have been studied by 
chang, et al [15]. Convection heat transfer for a fixed heat flux 
has been assayed by Mohammed, et al [13] Convection in 
simulation in order to study the effect of condenser tube dip, 
has been utilized by Minocha, et al [16]. Convective heat 
transfer at the supercritical pressure, on the fluids, has been 
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reviewed by Huange, et al [19]. Minimum entropy generation 
in the boundary layer as well as convection has been 
demonstrated by Bejan et al and Jiji et al [17, 25]. Entropy 
generation and energy conversion rates in a tube have been 
represented by Akbar, et al [20]. Entropy generation of mixed 
convection has been studied by Wang, et al [21]. Entropy 
generation of convection has been investigated by Chen, et al 
[24]. Mixed convection in a cylinder has been tested by 
Elsherbiny, et al [22]. The effects of natural convection of 
channel have been studied by Heo, et al [23]. Some 
experimental and numerical methods to obtain natural 
convective heat transfer have been suggested [18, 19, 23, 24]. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of pip in non-uniform convection. 

In this article, developed laminar flow of pipes, along with 
non-uniform convection flow on the wall, are studied for 
several samples. For each sample, temperature distribution 
along the radius, enthalpy and generated entropy along the 
radius and axis are illustrated by some diagrams. The impacts 
of various values for convection flow to each other due to 
distribution of transfer coefficient values of movement in a 
small-scale one-meter pipe have been studied. The optimized 
condition for enthalpy and generated entropy is assayed. 
Entropy and enthalpy generation minimization lead to 
increase economic efficiency in industry. 

2. Physical Model 

Laminar flow regime, steady-state conditions, 
incompressible fluid and high Prandtl numbers, in symmetry 
of the pipe, has been investigated. The Non-uniform 
convection heat transfer on heating tube surface is shown in 
Figure 1. The pipe geometry with a length of 1m and diameter 
0.025m in five parts was designed. Convection flow changes 
in five pipe sections and seven samples have been investigated. 
Chart speed along the pipe is fixed, because fluid velocity is 
constant. The temperature graph is variable because 
convection flow changes on the tube surface are applied. 

Fluid properties and pipe geometry specifications are 
indicated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Fluid properties and pipe geometry specifications. 

Fluid properties Variable value 

Specific heat transfer at constant pressure Cp (j/kgk) 1845 

Thermal conductivity k (w/mk) 0.146 

Fluid properties Variable value 

Density ρ (kg/m3) 889 

Viscosity (at ����� µ (NS/m2) 1.06 

Prandtl number, pr  13400 

Inlet axial fluid velocity Vi (m/s) 0.02 

Inlet fluid temperature �����  273.15 

Reference temperature, Tref (k)  288.16 

geometry of pipe 

Pipe length D (m) 0.025 

Pipe diameter L (m) 1 

3. The Governing Equations 

The governing equations in two-dimensional coordinates of 
pipe, in Bejan's heat transfer are as follows: 

Continuity equations: 
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Energy equations: 
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Enthalpy and entropy 

Non-slip conditions defined within the wall and the 
symmetry in central line. Generated entropy includes viscous 
part, temperature changes along the radius and wall depending 
on thermal conductivity. Viscous part is created by environs 
layers movement on each other. The relation is provided in 
two-dimensional coordinates. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of 7 cases of pip in non-uniform convection. 

4. Problem Definition 

The aim of this article is to find distribution of heat transfer 
coefficient of movement exerting in the pipe followed by 
enthalpy and entropy generation minimization. Distribution of 
convective heat transfer is put on the pipe surface. A variety of 
values for generated enthalpy and entropy for various samples 
have been found depending on convective flow amount. 
Average value of heat transfer coefficient for total movement 
of 7 samples in 4th sample equals to 5000w/km2. The effects 
of heat transfer coefficient of pipe movement, temperature 
distribution along the radius, and generated enthalpy and 
entropy along radius and axis in different charts have been 
simulated by computational fluid dynamics. 
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Figure 3. Temperature distribution along the radius. 
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Figure 4. Entropy generation along the radius. 
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Figure 5. Enthalpy along radius. 
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Figure 6. Entropy generation along the wall. 
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Figure 7. Enthalpy along the wall. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

Entering the liquid into the pipe, the heat enters to cylinder. 
Imported Heat is investigated from different directions. 

In the 3rd chart, distribution of temperature along the radius 
is shown. Temperature is fixed in pipe center and in boundary 
layer near to the wall, variations are increased. Approaching 
the wall, to a certain distance, the temperature in the pipe is 
fixed and flow lines have constant temperature. With the 
passage of this distance and approaching to the wall, 
temperature in terminal points is higher than preliminary 
points along the axis. Their amounts for in different lengths 
along the axis have been shown. The trend for heat transfer 
distribution of various movements is similarly performed. 

In the chart 4, the generated entropy of convective flow 
along the radius is obtained. Most of these changes have been 
applied in the boundary layer near the wall. Like temperature, 
the amount of entropy generation to a distance of radius near 
the wall of the pipe is constant. Passing this distance, for 
charts, Two concavity in different directions, for generated 
entropy, in line with radius, is achieved. In a special area of the 
radius, the amount of Entropy along the pipe is approximately 
constant. In this range, concavity direction of chart is changed. 
The range of entropy variations at the beginning of the end of 
the pipe is more than the end. 

In the chart 5, the amount of enthalpy along the pipe radius 
has been shown. Approaching to pipe wall, enthalpy increases. 
The amount of this enthalpy, for a certain radius near the wall, 
at the beginning of pipe is more than the end. 

In chart 6, the amount of generated entropy along the wall is 
given. The entropy at the beginning of pipe is maximum and 
increasing the axis length at the beginning of tube leads to 
decrease suddenly and decreasing trend is continued along the 
pipe. In the end of pipe, the generated entropy is constant. 

In the Figure 7, the amount of enthalpy along the pipe is 
increasing. Ascending trend has strongly been accelerated at 
the beginning of pipe. Uptrend increases with increasing the 
length of wall and in the end parts of the pipe and its maximum, 
the amount is almost constant. 

For the pipes and channel passing through different fluids, 
each of fluids has a special heat transmission coefficient. 
Mohammed, H. A. and Y. K. Salman, Free convective heat 
transfer from a constant heat flux vertical circular tube with 
different entrance restrictions length. Energy Conversion and 
Management, 2007. 48 (7): p. 2233-2243. Passing pipe or 
channel across different fluids, distribution of heat transfer 
coefficient of movement is created in pipe or channel pipe. For 
the fluid transfer pipes also, passing different convective 
environment, the results are useful to reach enthalpy and 
entropy generation minimization. 

The results of this work are applicable in tubes that are in 
contact with convection and various fluids and air in 
convective heat transfer in environments with natural or 
forced convection the electric coil is wrapped on the tube as 
heat flux, the implications of this paper is used. Electric and 
diesel furnace, solar water heaters, refrigerant tube are the 
applications of convection distribution tubes. 
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